You will need
• a pen with black or blue ink.

You must not use a dictionary or spell check.

Instructions
• Answer all of the questions.

Candidate’s declaration:
I confirm that this assessment is my own work.

Candidate’s signature ____________________________

Date ____________________________
This page is intentionally blank
**Activity 1**

Put the words into alphabetical order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bridge</th>
<th>breath</th>
<th>brave</th>
<th>broken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. __________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________________

1 mark

**Activity 2**

Write the plural of the words in bold.

Example: More than one person six people

a. More than one mouse three ______________________

b. More than one quiz two ______________________

2 marks
Activity 3

Write about a positive change in your life, e.g. saving money, reading more, stopping smoking.

Explain:
- something you have changed or want to change
- how you made the change or will make the change
- what challenges you had or expect to have
- how the change has improved your life or what you expect the benefits will be.

Write at least 4 complete sentences. Include at least one sentence which has a linking word.
Use language and format suitable for the task.

11 marks

You can use this space to plan your writing.
Write your explanation here.

(Title) ______________________________________________
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Activity 4

The council are asking local people about changes they would like to see in their community.

Write an email to the council explaining:
• a change you would like to see
• what the council should do
• when it should be done
• why this is important for the community.

Write your email using:
• complete sentences
• language suitable for a formal email
• format suitable for a formal email (e.g. subject, opening and closing phrases).

Write at least 3 paragraphs and include at least 2 sentences using linking words.

16 marks

You can use this space to plan your writing.
Write your email here.

From: me@abc.com
To: council@abc.com
Subject:
Check your work.

End of assessment